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SPARTANS: HERE IS Y
THORNLEY TO ENTER
HOUSE OF ROYALTY
By JACQUE WOLFF
Yesterday, students selected petite Joanne Thornley as Queen of
Spardi Gras for 1948, announced
Chief Justice Bill Logan late last
night. She defeated her running
mate, Carol Seibold, after a *IF
ly contested race.
Her Majesty Joanne will rule
over the annual holiday after Dr.
Willaim H. Poytress places the
crown upon her head at the coronation ceremonies on Spardi Gras
Day, May 28.
The old adage that "gentlemen
prefer blondes" may now be din-

suf pie

puted because the students, by
their voting, showed a preference
for brunettes.
With soft brown
hair and blue eyes, Joanne is their
choice of the queen to reign over
the festive day.

During the afternoon, various contests will be heldthe baby derby,
cal "re v.erAsrdw a"
contest
with the boys holding baby bottles
for the girls, plus many others.
Announcement el the identity of
p
the Snoring Professor will be titsShe will first enter the Quad in
rds
grou
mailf:rtihnekingbel_d
a procession with her court. With
and individual eosturnes will be
her king by her side, she will premade. Similarly, awards forthe
cede her attendants. The attendbeat concession lor booth will be
ants will be her former runningmade.
mates: Carol Seibold, Donna GrayIn the late afternoon, special enson, Bobby Brown, Lee McMahon
tertainment will be presented. The
and Vaux Mervy.
day will conclude with a Spardi
After the coronation ceremonies, Gras dance at the Civic Auditoribooths and concessions will open. um from 9 to 1.
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LARGE AUDIENCE WILL SEE
FIRST PERFORMANCE OF
"ROBIN HOOD" AT 8:15 P.M.
A

"RobTaMood," a combined effort of the Music and Drama departments, opens tonight in the Morris Dailey auditorium at 8:15,
according to the departments. The comic opera promises to be one
of the most elaborate productions offered by the college in years.’
Over 200 students are under the direction of Dr. Hugh Gillis, Drama
department head; Dr. Lyle Downey, Music head, directs the 30piece orchestra.
Miss Maurine Thompson coached the soloists; Mr. E. A. Thormodsgaard directs the chorus; Miss
Fredricka L. Moore trained the
dancers; J. Wendell Johnson designed the sets; production technician is James Lioi.
The title role is played by tenor
Derrell Bond, senior Speech and
Drama major. Music major Wesley Walton, baritone, is the Sheriff of Nottingham; Sir Guy of
Gisborne is played by Don Axtell;
Little John is Renard Anderson;
Will Scarlet is played by Phil
Kearney; Walter Eastman takes
the part of Friar Tuck; Allan a
Dale is played by Virginia Weimer’.
Soprano Emily Baptista, Music
major plays Lady Marian; Ruth
Peters plays Dame Durden; Annabel is played by Yvonne Cadwallader.
In , addition, milkmaids, archers, ,villagers and outlaws make
up the cast.
Reginald De Koven’s comic opera is in three acts. The first is
In the village square on Fair
Day., In this act Robin decides to
join the band because the Sheriff
withholds his estates.
Sherwobd Forest comes to life
in act II. In this scene the Sher1ff aflll ills then enter disguised
as poor tinkers, and sing and
r .t

Snoring Prof
"Well cooked or rare?
You
name it,"
Said the waiter with a smile.
"Both ways at once, I pray you,
If you think it’s worth your

ASB HOLDERS
ARE ELIGIBLE
FOR CONTEST
"To enter the Spardi Gras
Snoring Professor contest, students must apply at the Business
office, and upon presentation of
student body cards, will be permitted to enter the competition,"
announced Bill Logan, contest
chairman.
The Snoring Professor is a
well - known
campus
educator
known only to the Spardi Gras
committee, explained Logan. Jingles will continue to appear in
the Spartan Daily and soon records will be played on campus
to give more hints as to the professor’s identity.

The Winner will be announced
on SG day, Logan continued. In
case of a tie Abe, winner will
chosen by a drawing at the SG
ceremonies," he concluded.

BABY ARRIVES
TUESDAY FOR
JAMES HEATHS

The third act returns to the
village square. This last is an
extremely dressy scene. The gay
and colorful costumes in medieval
style, and lively and colorful
dances enhance the efforts of the
college’s best singers and actors.
Dr. James P. Heath, professor
The production staff includes of zoology, became the father of
Ivan Van Perre, stage manager; a seven - pound, 14- ounce girl
Joe Guzzetti, assistant; Douglas Tuesday afternoon at Stanford
Morrisson, electrician; Betty Re- hospital in San Francisco. She
horst, property manager; Elaine was named Andrea Joan. She has
Bussenius, makeup manager; ta sister, two -year-old Erica. Both
James Caputo, advertising man- Dr. and Mrs. Heath are "doing
(Continued on page 6)
I well."

ASB ELECTS
OFFICERS
A total of 1,908 students turned
out for yesterday’s elections for
Spardi Gras queen, Student Council representatives, and Associated
Women Students’ offices, proclaimed Bill Logan, chief justice
of the Student Court, last night.
Besides electing the queen for
this year’s carnival, six student
body offices were filled in the
fourth election within a week. "We
thOught that student interest
would lag, and didn’t expect this
volume of votes after so many elections," stated a member of the
Court.
Don Schaeffer was elected over
his running mate, Marsh Pitman,
for the office of male Representative at Large. Shaeffer received
1,116 votes to Pitman’s 788.
This is the first time that the
new office has been fileld since
adoption of the revised Associated
Student Body constitution last
month. The revision in representation raised the number of Council
members to 15 where It had formerly been 12.
Esther Weakley will rill the other new representative position as
female Representative at Large.
MI6 Weakley defeated Leah Keller
for the position in a close race
which found the vote tally 890 to
885.
Another close race brought the
Senior Council Representative canto within 10
other. Patricia W: t , present unior Council representative, nosed

Rosa
206 to 196
Voters didn’t have so much
trouble choosing a Junior Council Representative. In this contest
Shirley Tallman tallied 320 votes.
Her opponent, Phil Ward, pulled
down 301 of the voters’ ballots.
Sharing the ballots with queen
and Council candidates were perspective officers for the Associated
Women Students. The office of second vice-president went to Carolyn Hackman, who Polled 464
votes. Her opponent, Eve Hanson,
received 240 votes.
(Continued on page 6)

JOANNE THORNLEY
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DEPRESSION WILL USHER IN
ERA OF GOVERNMENT CONTROL
If there should be an economic
depression in this country, there
will be an extension of governmental regulation of business with
more threats to traditional liberties, predicted Dr. Laurence Sears,
Mills college president, Tuesday.
Dr. Sears addressed students
and faculty members in the Mor-

ris Dailey auditorium. Subject of
Dr. Sears’ talk was "American
Democracy, Today and Tomorrow."
The college president didn’t feel
that the United States will become
a Fascist nation, but he urged a
better informed public . and a
strengthening of liberal groups.

OFF THE WIRE
By UNITED PRESS

I

Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN

WASHINGTONSecretary of State George Marshall charged
I
.It
erity in seeking
they opened their peace offensive.
WASHINGTONJob security for the meat workers was the only
issue-which-lisld-up-sisttlement st-ths stalks-yes- terday-71 wage
settlement was reached. More than 200,000 auto worker* threatened to go on strike unless Chrysler Motors granted wage increases.
SAN FRANCISCOThe machinists went back to work yesterda)
after winning a wage increase. Meanwhile the metal industries were
threatened with a strike.
TEL-AVIVConflicting reports as to the progress of the fighting
in the old walled city of Jerusalem were Issued by the Arabs and the
Jewish forces. Both were claiming victories.
SCARBOROUGH, ENGLANDDeputy Prime Minister Herbert
Morrison pledged that the British government would do everything
possible to end the fighting in Palestine.
HONOLULUAtom bomb tests at the Eniwetok proving grounds
have been ended for the present, General John Hull, head of Task
Force 7, revealed yesterday.
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THRUST

ND PARRY

orial Congruity
17 May 1948
To the editor,
It is very difficult to follow the congruity (if any) of your editorials. During the controverys regarding NSA affiliation and the
And-discrimination amendments, there crept into your editorials the
expressed desire to get San Jose State College recognised nationally.
How you plan to help do this you do not say. Do you think a
winning football team would do it? But that is only fleeting glory.
And yet when a marvelous opportunity to step forward arrives, what
happens? Instead of arguing against the merits of NSA affiliation.
you can only stress the cost- -big time thoughts, small time action!
When the opportunity arrived to take concrete action against discrimination, did you offer leadership and aid? No, according to you
the amendments were poorly worded, so it’s better to have none at all.
Perhaps you heard Walter Winchell’s broadcast this Sunday. He
told of the Wellesley College eliminating the racial and color clause
from their application blank. Isn’t this a poor way to become nationally known? All I can say is, Keep up your sdiall time thinking and
action and you are sure to help San Jose State become small time!
Walter Bajor
AS$ 6784
Ed. Note: The Spartan Daily is actively participating in drawing
up some workable anti-discrimination amendments. All those who 11.rt
interested should contact members of the College Life committee.

For Freedom

14

Dear T. and P. and HS.:
Journalism majors know that freedom of the press is a freedom
of the people and is, supposedly, "merely the instrument used to convey news to the people," but you must realize the common misconception of this freedom that papers have created due to their flaunting
misuse. All don’t use this vicious practice but those that do give
others a bed name, just as an individual of a minority group does.
True, "the more you try to control the contents of a newspaper
the more you infringe on your guaranteed rights," yet if newspapers
did their job of giving unbiased news they would not find legislation
narrowing liberties. True, the editor can present his views in a city
paper and you can buy another paper. Also, the publishers set the
policy and the editor carries it out.
At State there is only one paper, and all students support it,
partly, and the "ads" make up the deficit. Therefore, we are the publishers and should set policy in our Constitution. However, due to the
fact it is a laboratory clam it attempts to emulate the city paper.
Hence the editor has authority to use the paper to express his opinion,
or as a political machine, though only one paper is available to give
mews here.
My statements may be "rather silly and for the most part unfounded . . . " "but which part, Hal? I do "think pefore I cry...wolf."
I still don’t think T. and P. is comparable to monopolization cd front
page, editorial and editing policy!
Taxpayer, Student
Joe Galatz
ASB 116

What Price Fags?
Thrust and Parry
Queen Contestants Concerned:
Seine of the girls competing for Spardi Gras Queen poised with a
cigarette (held leisurelywith an air of self-satisfaction). Please tell
me what this appeal attempts to bring out in one? If an advertisement is to be effective, shouldn’t it stimulate a common ideal or
emotion? What ideal or emotion does the association of girl and
cigarette stimulate? Skseki sleeking be encouraged? I. it "the
thing" desired?
Only until recent years females who smoked were branded as
immoral or as prostitutes. Whether or not cigarettes have any bearing upon morality would be hard to establish. But, the girls should
bear in mind that although a black eye may have a noble cause, the
common reaction to a black eye seldom espouses nobility!
These girls have jeopardized their character by posing with the
symbol of those who offend others in public gatherings with cigarettes.
A classic example may be seen in the balconies of some theaters.
The inconsiderate smoker takes a long "drag" from a "fag," sucks
the smoke into the depths of his stinking innards, heaves with a sigh
of self-satisfaction, and sends the putrid smoke bite the nostrils of
another. Then, the next person is forced to send the smoke into his
Innards. He gees, heaves, and ’,ends It on to another. The balconies
are unbearable.
The Student Union is another classic example.
I am not only offended but also utterly disgusted that one has
attempted to appeal to the student body with this symbol.
Nauseated
Ted Watson
ASB 5493

Members of the Alpha Eto Rho are pictured here maidng plans for the air meet that they will sponsor on June 6. Sited is Mel Stickney, air meet manager. Standing (L to r.) is Thomas E. Leonard, advisor; Norman Doyle, operations manager, and Mario Bonleelli, treasurer.

Alpha Eta Rho Slates Campus-Wide Air Meet;
All Spartan Flying Groups Set To Partake
By MERLE BLONDIN
Alpha Eta Rho will sponsor a
spectacular air meet on June 6
at the Warm Springs’ airport,
Mel Stickney, air meet manager,
announced today.
This will be the first air meet
with all flying groups on the campus taking part, explained Stick-nay.
Spartan Myers incorporated and
the Flying "20’s" have made
known that they will take part
In the meet and each plan to have
ten pilots participating in the
show.

All entrans are restricted to
students of San Jose State college. Stickney asks pilots interested to fill out entry blanks
available in the Aeronautics lab.
There is an entry fee of $2.50.
Planes are available for flyers
wanting to take part in two or
more of the four main events.
Simulated bomb dropping, 180
degree spot landings, overhead
spot landings, and barrier approaching will be the four main
events, stated Stickney. Parachute Jumps and glider activities
will provide additional attractions.

The public is invited to attend
the meet and there is no admission
charge.
Stickney explained that the aim
of this meet is to stimulate a
more cooperative and enthusiastic
understanding among those interested in aviation at San Jose
State college.
The meet also is held In preparation for the inter-collegiate
meet this fall. Most of the colleges
on the Pacific coast will take part
at this affair. Flyers from this
campus will appear under the
name San Jose State college
Flyers.

It’s Not Easy To Become Campus Big Wheel;
’Expert’ Reveals Formula For Success As BTO

activity. Run for all offices they should whisper, breathlessly.
whether qualified or not
"He is in our class!"
beAlmost everyone would like to cause it will publicize your name.
BE DRAMATIC
be a Big Wheel while in college.
"That Joe Schmoe tries to get’ & If your instructor does not
But, as our Good Book says, into everything," the masses will assign seats, be sure to make
"many are called, but few are say. "lie must be somebodyor the "entrance dramatique" a few
some thing."
chosen."
minutes after the last bell. Pre5. When conversing with repre- ferably after the prof has begun
Now don’t Wok being a BW
La easy. Just ask any BW you sentative "average" students, be his lecture. All eyes will be upknow. He or she will tell you sure to refer to the BW’s by their on you. After several minutes of
that it took a lot of hard work first names or, better still, their acknowledging the tumultous apbefore the exalted status was nicknames. While thus holding plause, strut bodly to your seat
reached. It didn’t "just happen." forth, be absolutely sure your and, in a "Good Joe" mood, belisteners do not get a word into come one of masses.
IT’S NOT EASY
the "conversation." To allow a
9. During lecture periods, be
How may the average layman lowly non-BW to say something sure to interrupt the prof often
become one of the BW heirarchy? Is proof positive that your as- Undoubtedly you have nothing
to say, but the other students
It’s not easy, but if the follow- pirations are in jeopardy.
ing rules are followed explicitly,
6. When in a crowdat the will be continually conscious of
you, too, may someday become Coop, near the Library arch, or your royal presence when the
a BWand rise above the masses in the Cinebarlet the other stu- professor repeatedly asks:
"Yes, Mr. Schmoe?"
of the student body.
dents know you’re around.
10. More important than any
I. Force yourself to believe
"Did someone call me
Joe
of the other "Rules of Procedure"
that you’re really a big shot on Schmoe?"
in earning your title of BW
campus. Forget your conscience.
You may realize no one didor
Inflate your ego. Cast aside your gives a darn that you’re there which maybe you should do first
of allPLEASE DROP DEAD.
Intelligence.
but it does help, in a doubtful
2. Become acquainted with our way, to progress your worthy
contemporary BW’s. How? Spend cause.
every free momentincluding a
7. On the few occasions when
__kr-ThrUaLand Parry:
period
to attd
Just a word of thanks to those responsible for saving the beauty where the real BW’s congregate. liberately sit in the seat -not aaof the Inner Quad. That is apparently the last stronghold of the You’ll finally meet themin time. siefizaEtelik_staimgas&
The. amp_ _leadership class_ ot_
e. ruu’lj have
This-will-foroa--the- professor to the women’s Physical Education
-campus -tn---retain--tho original ’beauty.- fin-glad-stops-sere
of
coffee,
light
cups
them
a
few
say, in an awe-choked voice:
department will have their pracblock and replant the wide path that marred the lawn. May it contheir cigarettes, go into spasms
"Mr. Schmoe, I’m afraid you’re tical counselor training session
tinue to be protected and enjoyed!
over their gems of repartee, and, in the wrong seat."
this weekend announces Miss
Fran M.,Wildman.
in general, "hang around." This,
This is the opportunity for you Fredricks Moore, director.
A.S.B. 3666
It might be added, constitutes to stand up, gaze triumphantly
The Sky -Meadow Camp of the
your BW apprenticeship, or in- about, then asked the prof,
mod- Palo Alto Girl Scouts, located
ternship. Its value is not meas- estly:
In Big Basin State Park, has been
ured by units but in prestige.
"Did you say Joe Schmoe?"
secured for this three-day session.
The professor will acknowledge
S. Learn to strut about camClasses will be held In astronpus. You now are headed for that’ he did.
omy, nature study, camp craft,
greater things. Mere walking Is
"That’s me!" you’ll reply. The camp cooking, campfires and enfor the average student
the
rest of the class shouldaccord- tertainment, according to Miss
S
1111TORPlal Ilaberhee
normal guy. Be the Cock of the ing to your judgmentimmedi- Moore. The group participating
Walk .
, or something. You’re ately turn around and gaze at you numbers 48, the most of which
really somebody here at SJ80. admiringly.
DAY EDITORALICE JOY GOLDER
are physical education and recre’Why, it’s JoeJoe Schmoe!" ation majors.
4. Participate in every campus

Counselor Training
Women

Quad Preserved

Editorial

By LOU NOIA
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Freshntan Camp DirPctors Study ’48 Plans For La Honda
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SOCIETY PAGE
Sorority Gives Delta Nu Theta
0.
Tea To Honor Invites Nix
Local Mothers Into Society
Corsages of baby pink roses
were presented to local Alpha
Omicron Pi mothers when they
were honored Sunday afternoon
at a tea held in the Trinity Parish
house.
Roses, which are the official
flower of Alpha Omicron Pi, also
highlighted the decorations. A
large bowl of red and white roses
formed the centerpiece for the tea
table, and a bed of roses was created on the mantels of the two
fireplaces. Huge sprays of flowers
were placed about the room.
Mothers were welcomed by hostesses Aimee Heap, president; Angela Paneli, corresponding secrelary; Gene Oliver, past president;
and Virginia Hall, alumnae advisor.
Special guest was Mrs. Helen
Dixon, district director for the
fraternity.
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Freshman Camp directors, above,
are engaged in making plans for a
larger and more efficient session
than any previously held. Directors
are students selected through the
Student Y to give the benefit of
their experience towardmore successfully orientating incoming
freshmen and students at San Jose
State. Pictured, left to right, are:
Roy Bertoreill, Bobby Hill, Barbara Brewster, Camp Coordinator
Dick Knox, Bruce McNeil and
Marilyn Zeller.
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Frosh Camp
Will Open
September 19
San Jose State college’s 1948
Freshman Camp at La Honda
will be open this summer from
September 19 to 21, announced
Dick Knox, Freshman Camp coordinator.
Price for the threeday session has been set at $12.00
payable by mail or in person at
the Student Y office, 220 S. Seventh street. Reservations must be
made by August 15.
The schedule for the Sunday to
Tuesday camp includes orientation on campus organizations,
stories of campus traditions, yells,
songs, and "how to get the most
out of your college life." Recreational activities include swimming, volleyball, football, baseball, ping pong, horseshoes, and
chess.
Evenings will feature dancing,
fireside chats, pajama parties
(not co-ed), and skits by campers. Student Body cards and La
Torres will be on sale at the camp.
"At Freshman Camp students
. . . lay the foundations for lifelong friendships. A sense of belonging is created and future
leaders are discovered,"
said
Dean of Men Paul M. Pitman,
urging Spartans and future Spartans to take advantage of Freshman Camp.
Bruce McNeil, chairman for the
Camp. and .SludPnt
Y president, suggests attemiance
at Freshman Camp "so you won’t
be a little lamb that has gone
astray."
Co-chairmen of the camps are
Bruce McNeil and Marilyn Zeller, Jones Gulch Camp; Phil Ward
and Bobby Hill, Oakland Y Camp;
Roy Bertorelli and Barbara Brewster, Camp Campbell.

30 per gal. off
BOB & TED’S
SEASIDE SERVICE

Oh

William

Delta Nu Theta, home economics society, held initiation
ceremonies for six new members
last Tuesday evening in the Home
Economics building. Refreshments
were served by the new members.
New members are Barbara
Huse,
Esther Weakley,
Alida
Morse, Maxine Gilson, Carol Field,
and Cleo Grey.
Nominations for new officers
also were held. The following girls
were nominated: president, Gayl
Quinn for fall and winter quarters and Shirley Anthony for
spring quarter; vice president,
Shirley Anthony for fall and winter quarters and Maxine Gilson
for spring quarter; treasurer,
Alida Morse; historian, Clio Grey;
secretary, Barbara Huse; corresponding secretary, Carol Field;
and reporter, Esther Weakley.

Two Engagements Highlight
Gamma Pk Beta Meeting
Phi Alpha Theta
Will Meet Today
To Elect Officers

Eta Mu Pi Holds
Informal Initiation
For Five Pledges

San Jose State college memberti
of Phi Alpha Theta, national honorary history society, will meet
today with their new advisor, Dr.
Dudley T. Moorhead, at 1 p.m.
in room 30 to choose permanent
officers for the remainder of the
quarter.

Five neophy t es were put
through their paces when members of Eta Mu Pi, national honorary merchandising fraternity,
held an informal initiation at the
Santa Clara home of Vera Ramke.
Pledges performed stunts in merchandising techniques for the
members.
Prospective members are Janis
Beecroft, David Cook, Ray Davilla, Ben Swindell and Phyllis
Webb. These students have been
accepted for membership in Eta
Mu Pi on the basis of their
scholastic achievements and their
interest in the field. H. Price
Webb will be initiated as an honorary faculty member.

The new officers will replace
temporary officers chosen earlier
this quarter. Provisional officers
are Tom Marshall and Bruce Pepper, presidents:and Jo Ann Smith,
secretary.
The group also will discuss
the chapter constitution which
has been drawn up by Lepper and
Marshall, under the supervision
of Mrs. Mildred Winters of the
history department faculty. The
local chapter will vote upon installation of a new chapter at
University of Alabama.
Beta Lambda chapter of Phi
Thomas Koskey is the newly
Alpha Theta was installed Friday evening at ceremonies in the elected president of Delta Phi
Student Union. Eight guests from Delta, honorary art fraternity.
Other members elected to serve
the University of California and
Stanford chapters were present. with him are Robert Moon, viceFollowing the induction rites a president; Dolores Wagner, secbuffet -steak banquet was served retary; Donald Fitton, treasurer;
under the direction of Mrs. Eva Janet Kreinkamp, corresponding
secretary; and Alice Kelly, hisCarver, Coop manager.
Dr. George P. Hammond, head torian.
of the Bancroft library at University of California, was in
charge of installation. He is an
outstanding member of Phi Alpha
Theta, having served one term
as national president of the orMembers of the San Jose State
ganization and eight years as na- college Phychology department
tional historian. He now is a mem- faculty will gather tonight to enber of both the Editorial board joy a social evening.
and the National Advisory comThe party will be held in the
mittee of Phi Alpha Theta.
home of Dr. Brant Clark at 282
Other national officers include S. Eighth street.
Dr. N. Andrew Cleven, honorary
national president; Dr. J. L. Glanville of Southern Methodist university, national president; Donald- B. Hoffman Of Allentown,
TFITSSAT.
Pennslyvania, national secretaryAisne’s Barn
.trpearir..r; arid Dr, Earl Pomeroy. _
Dis Audi
from -Ohio- State university, national historian.

Tom Koskey Heads
Delta Phi Delta

Psych Faculty
To Have Party

Members of Gamma Phi Beta
sorority were surprised at a recent meeting when not one, but
two five-pound boxes of chocolates were passed. The traditional
chocolates heralded the engagements of members Shirley Hitch man and Jean Ogier.
Miss Hitchman revealed her
plans to marry Douglas Veltum.
She is a sophomore commerce

Alpha Phi Inducts
Sixteen Neophytes
Formal initiation for pledges
of Alpha Phi women’s fraternity
was held recently at the home of
Betty Hurst.
In charge of the initiation ceremonies was Geraldine Bosley.
After the induction rites were
performed the new members were
honored at a buffet supper at
Lou’s Village.
Those initiated include Dora
Smith, Barbara Wood, and Helen
Parish, advisors; and Barbara
Brown, Margaret Copley, Thelma
Curran, Shirley Dodd, Sue Edwards, Jane Fisher, Nancy Fuller,
Virginia Gordon, Norma Johnson,
Jeanette Keebaugh, Ruth King,
Jo Ann Moody and Diane Shank.

Ad Students Join
Alpha Delta Sigma
SJSC students Lawrence Bernardini, Sylvester Diaz, James
Caputo, and Harold Souza were
initiated into the local Alvin Long
chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma,
national honorary advertising fraternity, at a joint affair with the
Stanford and University of California chapters in San Francisco
Sunday.
Daily Classifieds Bring Results

BARN DANCE A’COMIN’!

Pay -As-You-Go Checks
Tke,e’s no minimum betenc.,’ required. no monthly
service charge. You mere,
ly buy ten blank checks for
$1 00, use thism Iia any 1110414.411WNID
other checks, and when ’’"
1.11K1.1.4cwr
es..
they’re gone. you buy fen
mc,e

Th.
Bank
National
First
of San Jose

Pi Dell’s Annual
.r,i D

OPPORTUNITY
Earn $6000.00 yearly while goiNg to school!! Only food specialty business of its kind in San Jose. Open 36 hrs. weekly
from 4-9 p.m. dailySunday 12 n. till 8 p.m.No experience
required.Two can operate. Business well established. Terms
to responsible buyer. $2000.00 cash will handle. Owner must
sell due to other interests outside city. Write
R. M. Lyman
1080 E. Santa Clare St.

major, and the future bridegroom
is a junior aeronautics major.
Wedding plans of the San Jose
couple are indefinite.
Miss Ogler announced her engagement
to
Dale
Williams,
sophomore commerce major from
San Jose. Miss Ogler, from Los
Gatos, is a freshman Spanish major. No date has been set for the
wedding.
Read The Daily Classified
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ROTC Cadets ’Government No Helpless Child’
USN Offers Grads-AB Holders Will Attend
States Author At UNESCO Meet
By PHIL ROBERTSON
Commission In Naval Air Corps Summer Camp
4
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United States Navy Is now
offering college grads and A. B.
holders between the ages of 19
to 25 a commission in the Naval
Air Corp., according to a communique from Lt. Commander S.
M. Arnold, Naval Procurement
officer in San Francisco.
Following graduation this June,
graduates will be given a physical
examination. If they pass, they
will be sent directly to Pensacola, Florida. They will be immediately commissioned as ensigns and will be trained for one
and a half to two years. Pay will
start at $290 per month.
A Navy team will be on campus early in June to interview
interested prospective graduates.
Further information will be released at a later date.

Wood Reports
’Reed’ Supply
Is Sold Out
"Sold out," said Dr. J. 0. Wood
when asked how sales of "The
Reed," student writing publication, were progressing. Dr. Wood
was deeply gratified at the speed
with which the limited printing
was exhausted.
Those who have reserved copies
of the magazine should call for
them in the English office, Room
H28 as soon as possible. Copies
not called for will be sold to
students on the waiting list.

SJSC Patrons ’Y’ Features
To Meet Here Outdoor Dance
The San Jose State College Patrons’ association will meet at 2
o’clock
Wednesday
afternoon,
May 26, in room 210 in the Library. Mrs. E. K. Strong of Palo
Alto, a past president of the California Congress of Parents and
Teachers, will be the principal
speaker. Greetings will be extended by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie,
president of the college.
A string quartet composed of
Delores O’Neill and Craig Johnson, violins, Walter Dahlia, viola,
and Virginia Howe, ’cello, will
play one movement of Debussy’s
String Quartet No. 1.
A cinch to win is Senator Munn;
He just kisses babies over 21.

Placement Office
Teaching position in Japan
available. Applicants must have
an A.B. degree. May be required
to teach in any grade from the
first to the twelfth. Salary $3306.
Reasonable
living
accommodations. Men preferred. Women acceptable.
Inquire in the Placement office for further particulars.
Wanted: Stenographer in local
insurance office. Salary, $150,
Denny-Watrous Attractions

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

THURS., JUNE 3 AT 8:30
CORNELIA OTIS SKIMS-west
DM MIMS NtallaRl. MUNI
WS FILMS RIX Min
MEW WINNOW
Grew broo mates-ams bosoms
3.60, 3.00, 2.40, LSO inc. tax
San Jose Auditorium, Columbia 7087
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Outdoor dancing will be featured Friday evening at the Student
Y annual hayride at Fortini’s
Ranch. The Y station wagon will
provide transportation at 5:30
and 6:30 p.m. from the Student
Y office, 220 S. Seventh street,
according to President Bruce McNeil.
Tickets are still available at
the Student Y for this annual evening of hayriding, swimming,
games, and barbecue. Tickets cost
85 cents and the hayride is open
to all students.

Delta Phi Upsilon Initiates
Four Members Into Society
Delta Phi Upsilon, honorary Kindergarten-primary organization,
held its initiation Tuesday evening, May 18th, at the home of one of
the aluiiinierilembers, Mrs. Lore Mindelowitz. The initiates were
Lois Buettler and Helen Schulte.
Two other initiates received into the alumnae association because
of their contribution to Childhood
education were Miss Edith Smith
and Mrs. Dorothy Trussler. Both
women are demonstration teachers for SJSC. They also train students, and have held demonstration classes at summer school. Miss
Smith is co-author of a recent set
of primary arithmetic books.
Mrs. Jaqueline Sallady, who is
a Delta Phi Upsilon pledge, was
unable to attend the initiation service, but will be received into the
etganiSation at a later date.

J. E. Keegan Dies
At Local Hospital
The husband of Mrs. J. E.
Keegan, assistant librarian, died
of pneumonia Tuesday at a local
hospital,
reports
Miss
Joyce
Backus, head librarian.
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PALO
SRL ROOM

TONIGHT. May 20th
IN PERSON
THE NOBLE MUSIC OF
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A Mid of 85 Air Force ROTC
elided from San Jose State college will attend a camp this
summer at March Field, California, under the direction of Captain John S. Babel and M/Sgts.
David E. Pickard and Harold L.
Klementson, ROTC instructors.
"Students from here will be
among 3800 Air Force cadets
from colleges and universities
throughout the U. S.," reported
Major HoWard Brown, senior Air
Force officer. "They will receive
six weeks of full-time summer
camp training at nine bases during the months of June and July."
On-the-job instruction supplementing the classroom work taken during the first three years of
ROTC will be given all trainees,
and students will fly as passengers on operational missions conducted by USAF tactical units.
Field trips, blvpuaes and rangefiring are included in the training scheduled at each of the nine
USAF bases.
While at summer camp the
trainees receive $75 a month, plus
travel pay, uniforms, rations and
quarters. In addition to this, students from San Jose State college will receive six units towards
graduation and full veteran’s subsistence allowance.
Upon
completion
of ROTC
training the students are commissioned second lieutenants in
the USAF Reserve and can apply
for active duty with the Air Force.
Outstanding graduates of Air
ROTC courses will be offered regular commissions in the Air
Force.

LEIGHTON NOBLE
AND HIS CELEBRATED ORCHESTRA

15 ARTISTS 15
DOORS OPEN
8:30 P.M.
ADMISSION ONLY $1.23 (Including all taxes)

Ws As Simple
As ABC

Mlior

Former Daily
Scribes Return
It seemed liked old times in the
Spartan Daily office Wednesday
when the Dick Frys dropped in
for the afternoon.

FREE PARKING
463 So. 2nd St.

Col, 9746-J

NEEDS CARE
"Only in this way will we take the organization of the world in
our arms, knowing it is still young and weak, sure we are strong
enough to rear it to a stature unknown on this world before."
Dr. Mead’s speech ended the final plenary session held in the
War Memorial Opera house, Saturday morning. Representing the
students at the three-day conference, Student Body President Emerson "Doc" Arends, attended upon selection by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie.
GROUP MEETINGS
Actual work of the conference was conducted in group meetings
which discussed the general themes of education, communication, human and social relations, cultural Interchange, and natural science.
The plenary sessions were devoted to speeches from notables from
various fields.
Among the speakers were Assistant Secretary of State George
V. Allen; Dr. William Carr, executive secretary of the National Education assnciation; Erwin D. Canham, editor of the Christian Science
Monitor; Vera M. Dean, research director of the Foreign Policy association; Dr. George D. Stoddard, president of the University of Illinois; and Dr. Mead.
Discussion in all group meetings centered about discriminatory
practices in various communities throughout the seven states and
two tcrritories represented. The panel on education came to the conclusion that prejudices are caused by fear, ignorance, propaganda and
adult immaturity.
MORE FREEDOM
panel urged more freedom be allowed in the schools on both
the student and teacher levels. Teachers emphasized the point that
present legislative committees place them in extreme jeopardy of
losing their positions if they deviate from the established norm in
classroom presentations.
Students in the same group deplored the present system of education which forces teachers to use textbooks at face-value without
adequate evaluation. They urged the formation of a liaison committee
to express public opinion to school boards and school administrations.
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VICIOUS CIRCLE
"Legislative investigating committees have created a vicious circle
of community and personal tension and prejudice by conducting ’socalled red -hunts or witch-hunts’," was the charge leveled at the meeting of the group on human relations. "It is this feeling of personal
tension and prejudice which spreads throughout the nation and makes
difficult the settlement and discussion of _international problems," the
report of the meeting stated.
Suggestions from this group on ways of informing others of the
American way of life included: a wider exchange of students and
teachers, international conferences, trade agreements, church projects,
reconstruction, travel and continuance and extension of the Voice of
America broadcasts.
"I believe," stated Canham in the second plenary session, "there
are far greater opportunities of achieving world freedom of information through meetings of working journalists than there are through
diplomatic and political channels."
The panel on communication recognized and deplored the problems of biased and incompetent writing and editing; uncritical reading and listening; economic influences in the emphasis and suppression
of information; and public apathy and ignorance.

Dick, who is United Press Bureau Manager at Olympia, Washington, held the hallowed position
of Spartan Daily Editor during
the Spring quarter of ’47, and was
a graduate with the Class of ’47.
Mrs. Fry, the former Bea Dooley, is a former feature editor and
The draft that blows out a match makes a furnace burn
associate editor of the Daily. She and what prostrates a coward excites a brave man to salon.
received her A. B. in journalism
last Winter quarter, and her name
was changed to Fry during Spring
vacation.
Slifeitriedria
Dick said that he enjoyed his
work very much, but was glad to
SO I SAN Felles1100
get back to California where it
is "sunny." He admitted, off the
record, that he hadn’t seen the
sun in Washington for three
weeks.

better.

SALE!

Hundreds of Current

Relay Tickets
On Sale Today
One hundred twenty-five tickets are on sale in the Graduate
Manager’s office for the 20-30
Invitational Relays to be held Saturday, May 22, at Spartan Stadium. The relays are held under the
auspices of the San Jose and Lain
coin High schools.
Ticket prices are 60 cents for
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Look Good
for
"Robin Hood"

When you use our new automatic machines. Do your
wash in 30 minutes at 30c
a wash.

LAUNDERETTE

-it is time the people of this country stop thinking of their national government as a helpless child and grant it the maturity it deserves," declared Margaret Mead, author -anthropologist, at the first
Pacific Regional conference on UNESCO held in San Francisco last
weekend.

visit

Henry %tiling
and the boys
of tit.
Henry Stelling

Hotel Sainte Claire
Barber Shop
Hotel Saint. Clair

POPULAR RECORDS
Favorite Artists
Hit Tunes

3 For 99

Your chance to stock up on lots of the popular tunes that you’ve
liked so much in the last few years at a real savings! Come in today!

4.111111
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WILL VISIT THE CAMPUS THIS WEEK
If he stops you and finds that you are carrying a package
of CHESTERFIELDS he will give you a package.
If you are actually smoking CHESTERFIELDS when stopped, you will receive two packages free.
Dorthey Hayes (s)

"ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELDS"

SEMAS MAKES
FIGHT DEBUT

Spartan Daily

SPORTS
FROSH TRACKMEN HAVE
SUCCESSFUL ’48 SEASON
By CARL UNDERWOOD
Although it’s a little belated, congratulations are in order to San
Jose States’ first freshman track team since 1941. The Spartan yearlings completed a most successful season in which they chalked up
four wins against but a single loss. The first year men rolled over
Lincoln high in an informal meet, San Mateo J.C., 79-52; St. Mary’s,
varsitjr squad, 75-56; and Salinas
JC, 82-49; falling only to Stanford’s yearling spikesmen in the
last even, 67 1/2 to 63 1/2.

MILLIMAN LEAPS 6’ 1"
Ralph MWiman skimmed over
6’ 1" in the high jump to lead his
teammates. Basketball star Chuck
Crampton also competed in this
event. Psaltis was the No. 1 shot
putter, heaving the iron ball some
44’. Ed Miller was right on his
heels with a mark of 43’ 10", while
Dick nommen hit 43’ 2".
In the sprints, Ray Taber recorded a 10.3 to head the 100-yard
dashmen, and clipped off a 22.8 in
the 220. Psaltis ran a 10.5 100,
followed by Claris Cornell’s 10.6.

RUGGED PETER
The catching staff, ably manned
by Pietro Denevi, is regarded by
Williams as "as good, if not better,
than any in the league." Rugged
Peter, a workhorse all year, has
shown great improvement in his
work behind the log, and is worthy of consideration for an allconference selection this year.
Don Lopes, shortstop, and John
Metz, diminutive center fielder,
have been hitting consistently for
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Best On
Spartan
S ortscaster Cinderpaths

Coast
Bill Semas, a former San Jose
State student, will be making his
first start as an amateur boxer
tonight on a card at the Civic
Pacific Coast basketball may
Semas will meet
auditorium.
By DAVE PARNAY
be underrated and its football
Johnny Mota of Modesto in a 120 01100000110.
belittled but a comparison of the
lb., four-round bout.
results of the Fresno Relays with
Scanning an editorial page for’ the Texas, Kansas,
Pennsylvania,
a change the other day, I came and Drake
Carnivals prove beacross first class ammunition for
yond a doubt the Coast’s superiormy battle with contemporary ity on the
anderpaths.
Arnold Wechter concerning what
In
eight
of
thirteen comparable
Dan Hill, San Jose State ath- sport can rightfully be called
letic publicist, will be interviewed America’s national pastime. Wech- events the Coast led the other reon "Spartans on Parade" tonight ter, in his column "From The lays. Kansas led in three, Texas
In only two, and Pennsylvania
at 8 o’clock over station KEEN. Bull Pen" stated flatly that basJimmy Caputo, who has made the ketball or football and not base- , and Drake led in no events.
program famous, says that Hill ball, as I claimed, was America’s
TWO WORLD MARKS
will tell what steps are being favorite.
Two world records were set.
taken to make the Spartans big
Briefly-, my argument was based USC’s Mel Patton was of course
time.
on the fact that people all over the outstanding performer with

Hill Appears On
KEEN Broadcast

SPARTAN BASEBALL TEAM
HEADS FOR FRESNO AND
FINAL CCAA SERIES FRIDAY

PERRY DOES GOOD JOB
Coach Bill Perry turned in an
outstanding job in his initial
coaching job, and helped develop
some excellent prospects for next
year’s varsity team.
By PAUL CANE
The following is a resume of the
best marks made by the Spartan
Victorious in but 4 of their 12
babes in each event.
CCAA games, the San Jose State
baseball team is an a result deeply
PURDY TRIPLES
submerged in last place in the
Dore Purdy led the distance six -club loop. With the final series
men, registering top times in three of the 1948 season on tap for the
events, the 880, mile, and two mile. coming week-end, Coach Walt WilPurdy was seldom pressed iii any liams and his Spartan nine jourrace, and ran approximately 2:00, ney to Fresno to make a concerted
4:32, and 10:15, in the three re- drive to dispossess the Fresno
spective races.
State Bulldogs from its first diviBud Bohne and Jim Carden also sion berth.
covered the two longer distances
A doubleheader is scheduled for
in good time, while Bob Nicoli, tomorrow evening, and will find
Orv Johnson and Dan Sawyer all Williams firing his initial shot in
approached 2:00 in the 880.
quest of the series sweep with
Bob Santos’ right-handed deliverMATTOS VAULTS HIGH
ies. The evening’s second encounGeorge Mattos’ pole vault of
ter calls for dapper Ralph Romero,
13’ 6" topped the Spartan frosh
the San Jose fashion plate, to disin this event, and would place well play
his pitching wares.
up in most varsity meets. Bob
Hamilton showed promise by clearPIFF GOES SATURDAY
ing 12’ 6" and Joe DiBeneditto
Romero, owner of mound finesse
should improve with more exper- par excellence, goes in search of
ience. Mattes was the only broad his-second CCAA win of the year.
Jumper, registering a top leap of
The series finale on Saturday af21’ 10".
pits Rapid Robert PilferBolce Glassey trippled in the ternoon
ml, the fireballer, against Fresno
120-yard high hurdles, discus, and
batsmen. If Pifferini’s control is
high jump, posting leading marks
extant the Bulldogs may be facing
in the former two. His best time
their toughest opposition of the
over the high barriers was 16.0,
year.
while he got off a 138’ discus flip.
George Wehner, left-handed cusIn the high jump, Glassey cleared
todian of first base, was injured
5’ 11".
Stan Zirbel, Mel Sheppard and recently when struck in the face
Bill Gwinn all followed Glassey in by a thrown ball during batting
the 120-highs. Carl Luchetti was practice. Since Wehner may not
close behind in the discus with a be ready for action at Fresno, it is
best heave of 135’, while Dave conceivable that Pifferini, a hitter
Psaltis and Elgin Martin ap- of note, may be pressed into service at first base.
proached 130’.
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Don Lopes

the nation are intensely interested in the major and minor leagues
regardless of whether or not they
are ever able to see a game. Admittedly, basketball edges baseball in attendance figures but
with the exception of certain loa
easnitinettei
senlizerest Is by no mesas
WECHTER’S CASE
Wechter’s case, we believe, was
slightly exaggerated. He stated
that in the nation’s small towns
and rural areas the local high
school football team is more representative of the community
than a class D ball club (class C
should have been included). With
exceptions in a few areas he is
again mistaken. To the people in
Reno, Nevada, the Reno club in
the class D Sunset league is certainly more important than the
Reno High school football team.
The San Jose Red Sox, a class C
team, will probably draw over
125,000 people to their home
games only. To Mr. Wechter I
say, ’What will all the high
school football teams of San Jose
draw in one season?"

My discovery on the editorial
page of a local paper the other
day was a Gallup Poll concerning
what sports the American people
prefer watching.
The answers
Leading slugger for the Frame- were extremely interesting and to
bound Spartans, Don Lopes. Be my mind should conclude this
has connected for seven round- argument, which has been parppers
su-a lieatedV off the pages orVie
Daily, once and for all.
the Spartans, as witnessed by the
BASEBALL TOPS
following CCAA batting leaders.
The averages are accurate to May
According to Gallup, 119 per cent
10.
of America’s sports lovers prefer
Team
Average to watch baseball over any other
Player
Cy Williams, Santa Barbara 478 sport! This Is approximately 50
Bob Coublan, Cal Poly
400 per cent more than the total that
Earle Brucker, San Diego
388 prefer to watch football and basDon Lopes, San Jose
375 ketball
combined.
A
further
John Metz, San Jose
346 breakdown of Gallup’s findings
Frank Bushman, Santa Bar.. 341 shows that 17 per cent prefer
Bob Kennedy, San Diego
333 football and only 10 per cent
Bud Gmur, Santa Barbara, 333 choose Wechtees other choice for
The CCAA standings, accurate the national pastime, basketball.
Miff said!
to date, are as follows:
W
L
Pct.
College of Pacific. 11
3_ .786
San Diego State...... 6
6
.500 A lumberman’s daughter is Sally
Bligh;
Fresno State
6
6
.500
.454 She always has a beam in her eye.
Cal Poly
5
6
.400
’Santa Barbara
6
9
4
8
San Jose State
.333
By winning the three games of
I the Fresno State series, it is possible for Walt Williams’ charges
to move into fourth place.

HAVE YOU HEARD THESE?
SAWYER-BILLINGS DUAL
Emerson’s remark that the landscape belongs to the man who
Dan Sawyer and Larry Billings looks at it was made a long time before billboards became rampant.
doubled in the 220 and 440, both
running 22.8 in the former and
Ask a woman’s advice, and what’er she advise,
approximately 52.0 in the latter.
In the 220 low hurdles, only AnDo the reverse and you’re sure to be wise.
thony Gomez competed, turning
Thomas Moore.
in a best time of 25.8.
Ed Miller was the leading javelin thrower, tossing the spear some
150 feet. Wallace Cunualogs was
not too far behind in Ms event.
-litany- Or theit- feastibt=
clods will be welcomot additions to
LAND OF ROM.AVLAMAC........._HANTMENT
P49,yariSitY.
---squad, which will lose a number
Special all inclush4 Student lour,
of its present stars.
personally conducted, departing
via American Airline Jun 25.
TAXCO
You will have 2 glorious womb in
"a Shangri-La"
Mexico. All hotel accommodaXOCHIMILCO
tions,
sightseeing etc. included.
"floating gardens"
Special 5 day tour vie the By
The Hit Paraders shut -out the
ORIZABA
Ways and Little Villages.
Wildcats by a 6-0 tally in a seven "the gardenia pool"
Contact business office for full
inning game Yesterday. On the
PUEBLA
particulars or call Col. 9640.
other diamond, the Cakers trim"city of Tiles"
med the Pyle Inn Boys 6-2 in a
seven inning walk -away match.
Two other games scheduled for
78 West San Carlos
San Jose
yesterday in the Spartan Daily
league were cancelled.

Di OLD MEXICO

Hit Paraders Win
Shut-Out Game

Jerry Davis

At

the home

his new world record of 9.3 seconds for the 100-yard dash. Baldwin-Wallace’s great hurdler set a
new world standard for the 120 yard high hurdles of 13.6 seconds.

BILLIARD KING
IN MEN’S GYM
Billiard fans have a treat in
store for them Monday night. The
PE fraternity has arranged for
James Mills, Pacific Coast pocket
billiards champion from 1932 to
1947, to appear in the Spartan
gym at 7:30 p.m.
Mills will engage an unannounced opponent in a pocket billiards match and then exhibit his
famous trick shots.
In 1934, Mills placed fifth in the
world’s championship pocket billiards match. During the match he
defeated Ralph Greenleaf, defending champion.
The exhibition is free and all
students are invited to attend.

NEWMANS PLAY
The Newman club nine will
tangle with the Cakers on diamond 1 today at 5:30 p.m., and
at the same time on diamond 2
the Hit Paraders will collide with
Spartan Chi.
xMIWINIWPow
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SPECIAL
This Week Only--Cash For Old

- Junk Batteries
LARGE BATTERIES
EMAIL BATTERIES

$1.95
$1.45

Paul Navarra
& Lehman Bros. 1
t

Established 1921
1989 S. First
Bal. 1072
www.

of

Spartan Bowlers
Fred "Duffy" hive, Mgr.

Sten
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL

172 W. Santa Clara Bal. 8423

11-011TTE
And Every Thursday Night

- 264.104404A-1104-----15-LAP SEMI
6 HEATS
Qualifying: 7:00 P.M.
Trophy Dash: 8:15 P.M.
ADMISSIONAll Seats $1.50
Children Under 12, 40 Cents
Tax Included
Opposite Hiliview Golf Course

,AN JOSE
SPE-FDWAY

STADIUM
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’Forum Debates BS DEGREE IMPORTANT
VETERAN ,‘NATURE BOYS’ Presidential TO ENGINEERS--DR. SMITH
"If San Jose State college
Bachelor of
NOT TO GET GI BENEFITS Candidates
Science degrees it will be of great importance to the Engineering’
is aythorised to grant

Veterans will not be able to attend the West Coast Nature
School in Sequoia this summer under the GI EL
Harry
-E- Brakebill, 4a0f-college comptto r, r.c.ivnd the
bad news yesterday in the form of a letter from the Bureau of Readjustmnt Education of the State Department of Education. The
depattment, after investigation, is of the opinion that the short course
I s not a part of the regular school
program and therefore the 6.1.
participants don’t deserve governmental benefits.
Nature School is headed by
Dr. P. Victor Peterson and will be
In session from June 20 until 26.
About 75 students are expected to
attend.
A tuition fee of $15 is charged.
Two quarter units can be earned.
No examinations will be given
and no textbooks are required.
Dr. G. A. McCallum is in charge
of the proposed student camp by
which it will be possible to cut
the expenses of lodge life. Accommodations for those unable to
cope with the rigors of camping
out may be had at the Giant Forest Lodge. Prices range from $7.50
to $60.90 a week.

’Skeptics Hear
Rev. Croes
Tonight At ’Y’
Rev. Henry Croes of the Grace
Baptist church of San , Jose will
speak at the Skeptics Hour, 7:50
tonight at the Student Y, according to Co-chairmen Eugene Rand
and June Hanson.
Rev. Croes’
topic will be "The Purpose of
Man Today."
The Skeptics Hour is a regular
Thursday evening session sponsored by the Student Y at which
skeptical students can air their
ideas and questions concerning religious faith.

More
’ROBIN HOOD’
(Continued from page 1)
ager; Doris Perry, costume manager; -Conrad -Smith, asstant;
with members of Spartan Spears
acting as ushers.
The orchestra is made up of
Dennis Barrett, Alfred Vines,
Joseph Cathay, Virginia Howe,
Fred Dutton, Joel Shimmon, Barbara Jackson, Mary Ellen Pea,
George Cunha, Morris Dill, Barbara Settle, Phyllis Mace, Constance Bandies, Roderick Swearengin, Charles DavaL Darrell
Graves, Stanford Bergants, Henry Domballan, Victor Small, and
Willard Coats. Jane Pope, Carl
Lundstrom, Gibson Walters, Betty
Wheeler, Doris Mier, Wallace
Johnson and Alice Brill

Classified Ads
LOST: Large zipper wallet in
ceramics lab, cloak room containing valuable papers and about $20.
Reward offered. Keep money but
return papers to Ceramics lab.
office.
FOR SALE: Ford convertible,
1936. 3rd and San Carlos Sts.
FOR SALE: 1937 DeSoto 4-dr.
trunk sedan. Radio, heater, good
haze-gray paint job. New front
end. Good motor. Must sell quick,
$575 or best bid. Leave note in
Coop box "M" or see in front of
178 So. 8th. Phone Col. 4067.
FOR SALE: Looms, 4 harness;
collapsible base, 24 -in. weaving
width. Complete with heddles and
--comb. $45. Without heddles and
Heddles $1.00/100.
combs $37.
Warp reels $15. Leave note in "’I"
irrn Coop.
TERM PAPERS TYPED: Students, don’t wait until too late.
Have term papers typed now before last minute rush. Edited; low
student rates. Bonnie Ireland,
212A Porter Bldg., Santa Clara
St. at 2nd. Col. 4742-J.
FOR SALE: ’35 Plymouth 2-dr.
Good mechanical condition. Will
sell for $345. Call Mayfair 2831 or
273 Doris Ave. (East foothills),
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: ’40 Mercury, new
Phone
engine, very reasonable.
63026, Redwood City.

The *subject of the forum last
quarter was "Should the U. S.
Adopt a System of Military Training?"

(Continued from page 1)

NEWMAN C L U B: Executive
meeting tonight at 7 at Newman
Hall. Regular meeting at 8.
SKEPTICS HOUR: Meeting tonight at 8 at Student Y.
Y PUBLICITY COMMITTEE:
Meeting today at 4:30, Student Y.
today at 12:30 at Student Y.
MUSIC APPRECIATION HOUR
today at 12:30 at Student Y.
G.E.,
K.P.
and Junior high
school education majors planning
on doing student teaching in the
fall quarter, 1948-49 must preregister at once with Miss Walker in the Education office, room
161.
SKETCHING GROUP: Meet in
front of Student Union at 1:30
Sunday.
DELTA THETA OMEGA: Ball
game today at 4 at 9th and San
Fernando St.
PI NU SIGMA: Meeting today
at 11:30 in B73.
PRE-LEGAL CLUB: Meeting
today at 3:30 in room 155.
ETA MU PI: Formal initiation
dinner at Ftickey’s tonight. Officers 6:30, members and pledges, 7.
SOPHOMORE CLASS COUNCIL: Meeting today at 3:30 at
Student Union.

YUM !

2. While this is no imitancy
among colleges, the B. S. degree
is more generally awarded in engineering and frequently employers and civil service regulations
stipulate a B. S. degree. This is
another indication of the liberalization of the facilities of the
state colleges and follows recent
recognization by the State Department of Education of the engineering program in the state
colleges.

Mr. Donald L. James, assistant
professor of engineering, received
two Civil Aeronautics administration ground instructors ratings in
aircraft and in engines last week,
Those who can, do; those who
can’t, teach.-G. B. Shaw:

Tommy Pratt

Police Students
To Hold Banquet

Former Spartan
Arrives In Japan

It

18 QUARTETS AND 25-VOICE CHOIR IN I
(boo
/,
)1

111111 III!
SAT. NIGHT

DAILY LUNCHEON
YUM !

Engineering Prof
Receives Ratings

The chairman for tomorrow
evening’s program will be James
President T. W. MacQuarrie
Hudson, sophomore Penology ma- announced Monday that San Jose
jor at San Jose State college.
State college will be authorized
Speakers and the pAsidential to grant B. S. degrees if the reccandidates for whom they will ommendation of the State Departtalk are: Jay Hopkins, Stamen; ment of Education is approved by
Michael Donnelly, Truman; Barl- the State Boareof Education.
ett Callogy, Eisenhower; Orden
Ishinaga, Dewey; Don Lev, Vandenberg; Bill Pentony, Wallace.
Following the speeches a brief
question period will be held during which the audience or speakSACRAMENTO, May 19. (UP)
ers themselves may ask ques-The "king" and "queen" of this
tions of other speakers.
to the familiar music of’
Anyone in the audience wishing year’s Junior Prom at Sacramento
to make a statement or present State college will be a boy and
a point of view will be given the girl-under five years old.
Married student veterans and
opportunity to do so at the end
and His Orchestra
their wives prevailed on college
of the program.
officials to hold a baby contest
SATURDAY, MAY 22
in advance of the event.
Admission 75c with ASO card
The winners will be crowned
at the prom. All contestants have
MAJESTIC BALLROOM
been invited to attend with their
parents.
85 No. Third St.
The Chi Pi Sigma’s sixth annual
banquet will be held at the De
Anza hotel June 5 at 8:00 p.m.
The banquet will be open to all
police students and to alumni.
Bids are $3.25.
Captain Wesly F. Wallace, according to Army headquarters,
reeently-arrived at Yokota Air
Force Base in Japan and has assumed duties as laboratory comListen.. every
Sunday
morning
2.30, lurch to
"Dude
Ranch
PHI ALPHA THETA: Meeting mander with the Headquarters
Breakfast" Radio Show, or drive
out for the day to see this famtoday at 1 in room 30. Those un- Section of the 71st Reconnaisous 2% minims dollar Spanish
able to attend see Dr. Moorhead sance Group.
Castle--just over tke hills In the
country sunshine.
Smorgasbord
Captain Wallace was graduated
by tomorrow.
tsinner - cocktails - awim-rids
golf - dance orchestra every
SINGSTUNDE: Meet today at from San Jose State college in
Writs
Sight (except Thursday.)
1958 with a Bachelor of Arts de3:30 in room 155.
tor free vacation toast, er phose
eleasaRtos $00._
ENGINEERING SOCIETY: gree in Political Science.
Meeting today at 11:30 in room
S210.
JUNIOR CLASS COUNCIL:
Meeting tonight at 7 in room 117.
TAU DELTA PHI: Brothers
GET
and neophytes meet in front of
Men’s gym at 7 tonight.
(5E
FROSH CLASS: Bill Yates, Jill
McIntosh, Bob Smith, Lloyd Tochina! and all others still holding
tickets to "Shoeless Shuffl e"
please put them in the Coop box
as soon as possible.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Meeting tonight at
7:30 at Emanuel Lutheran church
on Market across from Ste. Claire,
ad* Ise Ibe Pressman.e aid escoursoemeal at
Rev. MacCarpenter will speak.
Illerberad Panel Sided Aserks
PAN-AMERICAN
LEAGUE:
PRESENTS THE
Dinner at La Cocina at 6. Sign
up in Social Science office no later than tomorrow.
SIGMA DELTA PI: Nos reunimos esta noche en casa de la senora Meda Aden Randall, 761 Villa
street. Todos los que hablan espanol quedan invitados.

Jimouncements

-

to get mathematics and science
prerequisits out of the way in the
lower division and postpone the
liberal arts requirements until later when more time is available.

COME and DANCE

Another contest, which tied with
that of Senior Council representative for being the most closely
contested, was that of AWS secretary. Peggy Etherton was given
360 votes in this rage, while her
opponent, Sally Moody, received
850.
The office of AWS treasurer will
be filled by Dorothy Pedersen,
whose final tally showed 876 ballots in competition with Marian
Swanson’s 308. These were the
only three AWS offices filled during this election.

1

The student forum, sponsored
by the Speech department, selects
a timely topic for discussion each
quarter and students from Speech
2C, under the instruction of Dr.
Lawrence Mouat and Wilbur F’.
Luick, present the speeches.

department," Dr. Ralph J. Smith, head of that department, declared
yesterday. It will do two things, explained Dr. Smith.
T it will bnng-iWut the regrouping of engineering courses and
general education courses which will permit engineering students

Royalty Starts
At An Early Age

Betty Brown Hosts More
Librarian Majors
ELECTIONS
Bibliophiles, librarian majors,
plan to have a breakfast at the
home of Betty Brown, So. lgth
street, Sunday at 9 a.m., announces Miss Joyce Backus, head
librarian.
Shirley Kirkish, president .of
the Bibliophiles, has asked all
members of the library staff to
attend.

"Who Shall It Be?", referring
to the next president of the
United States, will be the subWt of TIW--ilflitudent forum tonight at 8:00 in ’room 8112,
announces Wilbur Luick, Speech
department instructor. Six speakers will be presented in a symposium forum type meeting and
will discuss the qualifications of
the various presidential aspirants.
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T at the
-

DONUTS and COFFEE

15
Donuts To Go!
Made Tend’r Fresh
Three Times Daily

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP
125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Mali

--SAN JOSE

-

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Tido* on sale at Box Offte, Shermim Clay, Roos Bros,
Springs, Charging Markeb and the Mercury Herald and
News office.Afl seats $1.00 hscluffing las
4,4 at eiwi Am.?
sad kmask
s
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THE WEST’S BEST HARMONIZERS
=WIG 1121,11
MIMS= BY 1St =CURT MAID MID
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